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The Push... and
Pushback
of a High School
Ethnic Studies
Course

Orange County
Move to
Yellow Tier
Allows
More Openings

by Laila Freeman

by Matthew Leslie
Effective May 19, California’s
Department of Public Health has
allowed Orange County to move into
the Yellow Tier of the State’s Blueprint
for a Safer Economy.
OC secured the change in status by
maintaining Yellow, or Minimal, level
metrics in three categories for a week.
The County’s Adjusted Case Rate is
now just 1.3 per 100,000 residents.
Reaching the Yellow Tier roughy
coincided with OC’s Test Positivity
Rate equaling its Health Equity Quartile
Positivity Rate for the first time.
The latter measurement is a critical
one, developed to assess the County’s
effectiveness at providing first testing,
and then vaccinations, to underserved
communities. Both figures now stand
below 1%.
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See COVID-19, Page 2

From left to right, Ariel Parker, Larissa Odd, Brandy Factory,
and Esther Fagbamila, the founders of Upset Homegirls.

A Spark of Action
Founded in Fullerton
by Grace Widyatmadja
The murder of George Floyd in May
2020 ignited a call for racial justice all
around the world. Organizers, activists,
and protestors came together to show
solidarity as they demanded change.
Ariel Parker, Esther Fagbamila, Brandy
Factory and Laryssa Odd are Fullerton
residents frustrated at the lack of Black
representation in their community. They
felt compelled to act and founded Upset
Homegirls.
“We had gone to protests in Santa Ana
and there [were] so many happening in
the Orange County area. But we

thought, ‘Well, what about Fullerton?’”
Parker said. “So, what sparked it was, it
was kind of like if no one else was going
to do it, we’ll do it.”
“I was just really going through it. We
were all going through it. No one really
ever gets told to do these types of things
so I thought, ‘We gotta do it.’ It literally
just clicked for me,” Fagbamila said.
“We were going through the emotions of
the George Floyd murder and same with
Breonna Taylor. I think that we knew
that we needed to do something in
Fullerton because it starts in your community.”
See Upset Homegirls, Page 11

Some alumni, teachers, and members
of the Fullerton Joint Union High
School District (FJUHSD) are advocating for all eight of its high schools to add
an Ethnic Studies course as a requirement for the 2022/23 school year. Those
pushing for this class are concerned with
FJUHSD’s commitment to valuing its
students’ heritages and histories. Nearly
80% of the District’s student population
are people of color.
A petition has been created to gather
support for the class and as of May 29,
746 signatures have been collected.
Fullerton Union High School alumna
Jacquelyn Moran recalls times when she
experienced discrimination in the classroom. “At Fullerton [Union] High
School were people telling me, “Go
back to Guatemala, go back to Mexico,”
not knowing where I was from, but just
looking at the color of my skin,” she
said.
See Ethnic Studies, Page 8

Sign up for
Your Vaccine
Everyone is encouraged to register and
inquire through all available resources.
Go to the California Vaccine scheduling
site at: myturn.ca.gov.
Or, for Othena, go to these sites:
• English
othena.com
• Español - Spanish
othena.com/?lang=es
• Tiếng Việt - Vietnamese
othena.com/?lang=vi
• 한국어 - Korean
othena.com/?lang=ko

RAYTHEON TO INSTALL EXTRACTION PIPES AND PUMPS
TO REMOVE WATER CONTAMINANTS
City Council approved an agreement
with the Raytheon Company that
requires them to install pipes and pumps
to treat groundwater contaminated by
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
The Hughes Aircraft Company previously owned the site northeast of the
intersection of Malvern Ave. and Gilbert
St, and then sold it to Raytheon.
Environmental investigation of the
site discovered the presence of VOCs
that pose risk to human health. If left
untreated and uncontained, they could
migrate into the deeper groundwater
zone where the City extracts its drinking
water. The nearest City water production
well to the site is located approximately
4,000 feet downgradient to the site
boundary. Testing at this site detected
VOCs in the deepest screened parts of
the well.

Even though the VOC levels did not
exceed drinking water standards, the
City sought to seal off the deepest
screened parts with the installation of a
long cylinder of rubber mounted on a
pipe that isolates the water below it from
entering the well pump.
Currently the drinking water from
Well 9 continues to meet all standards
for protection of human health as established by the Federal and State agencies.
To mitigate these issues, the City, and
the California Environmental Protection
Agency,
Department
of
Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC) is requiring
Raytheon to do groundwater extraction
using five existing wells and four proposed new wells.
The extracted well water travels to a
treatment system that consists of filtration, advanced oxidation process (AOP)

and granular activated carbon. The AOP
employs ultraviolet light and hydrogen
peroxide. Once treated, the effluent
would return to the groundwater aquifer
through injection wells.
Raytheon is required to implement
this remedy to protect Fullerton’s
groundwater. As part of this remedy, the
City is allowing Raytheon to encroach
on some City rights-of-way.
During public comment, Jane Reifer
asked for more information and history
on this site, as it has a long history of
contamination. She noted that the company that ran Bastanchury Water had to
move because of water toxicity.
No one from Council or City staff
replied to her comments, and the agreement passed 5-0 with no further explanation.
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FULLERTON
COLLEGE
COMMENCEMENT
Fullerton College welcomed the Class
of 2020 and 2021 to a drive-thru
Commencement
Celebration
on
Saturday, May 22. Nearly 700 graduates
returned to campus to participate in the
festive and interactive experience.
The event began at the Fullerton
College parking structure and wove
through campus parking lots to a nontraditional stage located near Sherbeck
Field. Graduates were cheered on by
faculty and staff, as well as President
Greg Schulz, NOCCCD Chancellor Dr.
Cheryl Marshall, and members of the
District Board of Trustees
The Commencement drive-thru
Celebration was live-streamed on
Fullerton College’s YouTube channel:
www.youtube.com/channel/UCMlsVdr1
v-eYJQv4n7f5-QA.

Fullerton College students and faculty participate in a drive-through commencement ceremony on May 22.
PHOTOS BY BRINFERN PHOTOGRAPHY.

COVID-19: More Openings
continued from front page
Just 15 of California’s 58 counties have
reached the Yellow Tier. In Southern
California only OC and neighboring Los
Angeles have reached Yellow—L.A. since
May 6. Most counties in California are still
in the Orange (Moderate) Tier, though 10
counties are still Red (Substantial), all in the
northern or central regions of the state.
Progressing to the Yellow Tier allows
most businesses to serve a greater number
of customers—some indoors for the first
time since the last round of pandemic
restrictions were implemented last year. For
example, bars that do not serve food may
now open with a maximum capacity of 25%
or 100 patrons, whichever number is lower.
Bars that do serve food are subject to restaurant rules, which may now operate with up
to 50% capacity indoors without limiting
patrons to 200.
Under CDPH rules, outdoor social gatherings may accommodate up to 100 people, a
maximum of 50% capacity in indoor gatherings where capacity limits exist (up to 50
people), and a maximum of 200 people for
private events, with mitigation measures,
including full testing and proof of vaccination for all guests. The CDPH still “strongly
discourage(s)” indoor gatherings. Indoorseated live performances are still limited to
in-state patrons with advanced tickets, with
significant limitations on audience capacity
depending on the size of the venue.
Most allowable businesses practices,

including amusement park activities,
remain unchanged, with increases to the
percentage of patrons allowed inside at one
time. Many businesses are now free of
capacity restrictions, but still must observe
modifications.
Movie theaters, once restricted to no more
than 200 patrons, may now allow up to half
of their seats to be filled. Amusement parks,
however, are restricted to 35% capacity.
Gyms, fitness centers, etc., may now
operate with up to half capacity, and saunas
and steam rooms may reopen.
Offices may continue to open with modifications, and telework is still encouraged.
Houses of worship remain unchanged,
allowing 50% capacity.
Museums, aquariums, and zoos may
remain open, with modifications, but capacity limits have been lifted.
All retail, personal care services, hair
salons and barbershops, and outdoor playgrounds, may remain open with modifications.
Many restaurants have survived the pandemic by offering meals for pickup and
expanding service to outdoor seating areas.
California’s mask mandate remains
unchanged at this time, although Gov.
Newsom has indicted that it may be lifted in
mid-June. Fullerton’s limited mask mandate
remains in effect, as well, and would presumably need to be lifted if the State no
longer requires face coverings.

Fullerton Firefighters at the scene of the fire. PHOTO BY MIKE RITTO

Man Dies in Fire
One person died and another was injured in a fire that is believed to
have originated from an explosion at a large commercial facility in
Fullerton on May 27.
Fullerton firefighters responded to reports of a fire in the 1500 block
of E. Valencia around 9am. Crews arrived to a large commercial structure with heavy smoke and fire showing. Inside the building, they
found an adult male, carried him from the building, and attempted lifesaving measures. Those measures were unsuccessful and the 29 yearold man, later identified as Jesse Siordia, was pronounced deceased.
One additional victim was treated for smoke inhalation injuries and
transported to a local trauma center. The fire was contained in 30 minutes and completely extinguished within an hour.
Fire investigators are working to determine the cause of the fire, but
it is believed to have originated at National Technical Systems
Fullerton. Mutual aid was also provided by Anaheim Fire and Rescue
and Huntington Beach Fire Department, Deputy Chief Chris Nigg said.
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Pride Flag Flies
Belatedly and
Separately
by Jesse La Tour
City Council passed an ordinance in
2019 declaring that the City would fly
the rainbow Pride flag every year at City
Hall starting on Harvey Milk Day (May
22) and continuing throughout the
month of June, which is Pride Month.
The ordinance was championed by
City Councilmember Ahmad Zahra,
Fullerton’s first openly gay member of
Council.
However this year, Harvey Milk Day
came and went and no pride flag was
raised at City Hall.
When Zahra asked Fullerton’s new
acting City Manager Steve Danley about
it, Danley replied that the City had lost
the flag and may have to order a new
one. Zahra had reminded Danley the
Monday prior to May 22.
“If I knew, I would have bought [a
flag] myself,” Zahra told The Observer.
Why didn’t they tell me earlier so I
could have gotten one and avoided this
whole thing? Sure, these things could
happen, but the issue to me is about
respect.”
After becoming aware of the issue,
some members of the community took
matters into their own hands by raising
awareness on social media and even
buying flags and mailing them to City
Hall.
On May 27, City staff installed one of
the flags donated by the community

The Pride Flag flies at City Hall, separate from the main flagpole. PHOTO BY JESSE LA TOUR
above the entrance of City Hall.
Notably, the flag was not placed on the
flagpole on the lawn of City Hall, as it
had been in 2019.
Zahra feels that this, too, was disrespectful.
“What should have been a simple gesture of hope and celebrating our diversity has been turned into a shameful display of disrespect and disregard, not
only to the spirit of the resolution passed
in 2019, but to the entire LGBTQ+ community that have endured and continue
to endure acts of hate, discrimination,
and violence,” Zahra said.
The decision to fly the flag separately
from the flag pole came from Mayor
Bruce Whitaker, who voted against the
2019 resolution to fly the Pride Flag.
“I didn’t think it was that big of an

issue exactly where and how to display
the flag,” Whitaker said. “The resolution
that the Council passed only requires
that it be posted annually at City Hall.”
When he learned about the flag’s
placement, Councilmember Fred Jung
sought to have the flag placed on the
flagpole, alongside the American flag,
the California flag, and the POW/MIA
flag.
“It’s the visual definition of separate
but not equal. You have the flag flying
separately from the flagpole, which it
was on two years ago when it was flown
the first time,” Jung said. “Something so
benign to most cities, we can’t get
right.”
When asked for comment, Whitaker
said, “I think the question of equal or
unequal is kind of a strange question

because obviously the American flag,
our national flag, represents all our people, all of our citizenry, regardless of any
differences that they might have. And
the Pride flag represents a sub-group of
the American citizenry…I mean no disrespect, but to declare them [the flags]
equivalent is not really accurate, in
terms of importance or prestige or vested mutual interest everyone has. If I was
truly against or harbored any animosity,
it wouldn’t be flying out there now. I
think it’s in a very prominent placement
and it’s the first thing you see when
you’re passing City Hall.”
To contact Council Members you may
call (714) 738-6311 or email them at
Council@cityoffullerton.com.

CITY TO REMOVE UNAUTHORIZED
MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS CUT
THROUGH SENSITIVE HABITAT
According to Interim Deputy City
Manager Christa Johnson, who also
Staff from several Fullerton depart- oversees the City’s Parks & Recreation
ments are working together to address Department, the City only became
the issue of unauthorized trail cuts in aware of the trail additions earlier this
environmentally sensitive areas near year, although videos showing bicycle
City trails or on land the City manages jumps constructed in the Brea Dam area
that have recently been
date back as far as
made by a small group of
November, 2020. It is not
mountain
bikers.
clear why the City was
Numerous images and
of the trail cuts,
Branches covered unaware
videos posted under the
but Johnson did acknowlin dry leaves
handle “fullylooptrailedge the City resources
builders” on Instagram
are “stretched thin.”
from nearby
show not only the clearing
“We will need residents
native trees cut
of native vegetation for
to help us by reporting
to clear pathways any trail issues on the My
new mountain bike trails,
through the
but also the construction
Fullerton App and signing
of jumps and curved
sensitive area lay up to volunteer for the
banks on land near the
strewn alongside Adopt-A-Park and Trail
Brea Dam. The land, offiprogram
that
just
the new trails
cially designated as “senlaunched
in April,”
and jumps.
sitive habitat,” is owned
Johnson
wrote,
in
by the Army Corps of
response to questions
Engineers, but contractufrom The Observer.
ally managed by the city
Damage caused by the
of Fullerton.
cyclists was brought to the City’s attenLand around the Brea Dam is directly tion by Jensen Hallstrom, a Fullerton
managed by Parks and Recreation but resident who has often spoken before the
maintained by the Public Works City Council about his concerns for City
Department. The unofficial 11.5 mile trees. Hallstrom drew the attention of 1st
Fullerton Loop, a popular mountain bike District Council member Fred Jung,
route that includes City trails, aban- who visited several of the sites with
doned railway routes, and short seg- Hallstrom on May 1. Hallstrom led
ments of public streets, passes through Jung, this reporter, and others to a woodthe Brea Dam area, but most cyclists ed area next to the Brea Dam, revealing
who ride it do not seem to use the recent an extensive network of unauthorized
trail cuts.
trails covering the hillside above the
by Matthew Leslie

Unauthorized trails and jump near the Brea Dam along the Fullerton loop trails.
PHOTO BY MATTHEW LESLIE

adjacent park on Harbor Blvd.
Numerous branches covered in dry
leaves from nearby native trees cut to
clear pathways through the sensitive
area lay strewn alongside the new trails
and jumps, creating easy fuel for fires.
Piles of partially exposed sandbags and
anchored wooden pallets tilted sharply
upwards to form perilous jumps.
Excavated earth had been carefully piled
into high banks along elaborately sculpted dirt slaloms snaking down the hill.
Recreational cyclists passed nearby, following the long established routes of the
Fullerton Loop, avoiding the dangerous
curves and jumps recently cut into the
steep hill.
A new trail had also been recently cut
through a semi-wooded area of Trail
Rest Park near Brea Blvd. northeast of
the dam. This trail was appeared to be

unfinished and led to a dead-end down
the steep slope. The renegade trail cutters had even left their shovels, rakes,
and other tools nearby, barely camouflaged beneath cut foliage and surrounded by empty alcoholic beverage cans. A
chainsaw seen in one of the group's
social media posts, evidently used to
remove tree limbs, was not left on site,
however.
Instagram messages to the fullylooptrailbuilders and another associated
account inquiring about the trail cuts
went unanswered, although the pictures
and videos of the activities still appear
on the social media platform, including
invitations to purchase branded merchandise featuring the group’s name and
logo.
See Unauthorized Trails, Page 19
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FULLERTON CITY
COUNCIL NOTES
May 18 Meeting
The Council meets at 6:30pm on the
first and third Tuesdays of each
month. Upcoming agenda
information and streaming video
of meetings are available at
www.cityoffullerton.com.
City Hall is located at 303 W.
Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact Council at (714) 738-6311
or by email to:
council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

Employees Recognized During Public Works Week: From left to right: Roger Cardenas, Meg McWade,
Arturo Loza, Gilbert Carrillo, Dave Lomeli, David Bishop, Phil Kisor, Dan Diaz, Derek Wieske, Grace Yoon-Taylor, and
Jerome Joaquin were recognized for their service.

Closed Session: Before every public City Council meeting there is a closed
session during which Council meets with various parties to discuss items outside the
view of the public. During a special closed session meeting on May 12, Council met
with legal counsel to discuss Michael Destiche v. City of Fullerton, as well as
employment of the temporary City Manager, Steve Danley.

Public Comments
Cannabis: A few members of the
public asked the City when the new code
enforcement officer assigned to closing
down illegal cannabis dispensaries will
start, citing an illegal dispensary operating at Highland and Orangethorpe.
Acting City Manager Steve Danley said
the new code enforcement officer begins
work on June 1.
Unsafe Intersection: Alma Chavez
said that many accidents have occurred
at the intersection of Orangethorpe and
Highland, and that she was run over by
a car. “What are you doing about that
intersection?” she asked.
FFFF lawsuit: Tanya McCrory criticized Councilmembers Zahra and Silva
for voting to file a lawsuit against local
bloggers from the Friends for
Fullerton’s Future, a case that was settled recently.

Acting City Manager: A member of
the public criticized the Council majority for voting to remove former City
Manager Ken Domer and replace him
with a man with a private consulting
business. “Now we are paying double. Is
this what you call fiscal responsibility?”
the resident asked.
Tennis Center: Charles Lindahl
spoke against the proposed outsourcing
of the management of the Fullerton
Tennis Center. “What is the problem that
can be solved by having a private company run the Tennis Center? Is the
Council aware that the Tennis Center is
in good financial condition and has
made a $40,000 profit so far this fiscal
year? What is the City’s objective in outsourcing management of the tennis center?” he asked.

COUNCIL TO APPROVE BUDGET ON JUNE 1
Fullerton City Council is set to
approve its 2021/22 budget at their June
1 meeting. Prior to this, Council held
two budget study sessions on May 12
and May 18.
The proposed budget for the City’s
General Fund is around $111 million
with a potential deficit of $6.1 million,
however, Council approved a plan to fill
this deficit by maintaining 33 full-time
city positions vacant (for a savings of
$3.8 million) and using the City’s contingency reserve funding. The City normally has around 10% of its general
fund in contingency reserves.

Councilmember Jung requested that
City staff also bring back further cuts of
2% across the board. These cuts could
not be implemented immediately, however, since much of the City’s general
fund goes to salaries that are negotiated
with union groups.
Fullerton is set to receive over $32
million over the next two years in federal funding from the American Rescue
Plan Act. Because the City is still waiting on guidance from the Department of
the Treasury on how to use these funds,
this funding has not yet been factored
into the proposed budget.

ACTING CITY MANAGER
STEVE DANLEY
Council voted 4-1 (Zahra “no”) to
approve an employment agreement with
Steve Danley as Acting City Manager.
The agreement will have a retroactive
start date of April 28 to reflect the date
of Danley’s original appointment. Under
the agreement, Danley will serve as the
Acting City Manager for up to six
months while the City conducts a
recruitment for a permanent City
Manager. Danley will receive compensation at a rate of $100 per hour.
Following Council’s 3-2 vote on April
27 to terminate the contract of former
City Manager Ken Domer, Mayor Bruce
Whitaker and the Mayor Pro Tem Nick
Dunlap were appointed to be a subcommittee to look for an interim city manager.
“When Mr. Danley made himself
available, we looked at the fact that we
had a very short time frame to be able to
try to move someone into that spot,”
Whitaker said. “I had been aware of Mr.
Danley when I worked at the county of
Orange. He was involved there for 33
years at different positions and most
recently had retired as head of HR.”
When asked if he was concerned
about any possible conflicts of interest
with the fact that Mr. Danley owns a

City to Sell
or Lease Ellis Place
Triangle Lot
Council voted to declare the property
located on the north side of Ellis Place,
east of Harbor Boulevard (the triangle
lot across the street from Angelo’s and
Vinci’s) as surplus land, and under The
Surplus Property Land Act, the City will
send a notice of availability to sell or
long-term lease the property.

Acting City Manager Steve Danley.
consulting business (SD Consulting),
Whitaker said, “That came up, and of
course we’d be very concerned about
that. He assured us that his consulting
firm was basically at a point where there
were no active clients, and that it would
not be a problem at all for him to mothball that during the time of his acting
city managership here at the city of
Fullerton. Now, should anything change
in that regard, we’ve requested that he
notify us immediately and we could
judge whether there is a conflict
involved.”
Over the next six months, the City
Council will be looking at candidates to
serve as a permanent city manager.

Nutwood/Yale Area
Improvements Project
Council voted unanimously to award
a construction contract to Dominguez
General Engineering, Inc. in the amount
of $2,146,620 for Nutwood/Yale Area
Infrastructure Improvements Project
that includes water and sewer main
replacements. The tentative construction start date is June 2021 with an
anticipated project completion in
November 2021.

June 1 Agenda Forecast
Agenda items for the June 1 meeting include:
• Adoption of 2021/22 Budget
• Commission/Committee/Board Appointments
• Water Conservation Planning
• Hillcrest Park Korean War Memorial
• Outdoor Dining—Use of City Alleyways
• Hero Pay
• Ending 5% Pay Reduction for Certain Employee Groups
To view the full agenda visit fullerton.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx
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Mayor, Council, and Community Seek Answers
in Police Killing of Hector Hernandez
by Jesse La Tour
For over a year, family and friends of
Hector Hernandez, who was shot and
killed by Fullerton police officer
Jonathan Ferrell in front of his home in
May 2020, have pressed City Council
and the police department for justice
and transparency for this killing. They
have held several protests and spoken at
Council meetings and on May 27, a candlelight vigil.
Until recently, the Mayor and members of Council have remained silent on
the topic, citing legal constraints and the
ongoing investigation into the matter.
However, after listening to public comments from family, friends, and advocates for justice at the May 18 council
meeting, Mayor Whitaker and
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra spoke
about the issue.
Whitaker received Council support to
send a letter to the District Attorney
Todd Spitzer “requesting overdue information” on the investigation.
“I greatly resent that we as councilmembers have been rendered silent
on the Hector Hernandez situation,”
Whitaker said. “There are legal reasons
for that, but it nonetheless does not alleviate the frustration that I’ve felt for
nearly a year now.”
Whitaker also acknowledged the fact
that all the body cam footage from the
May 27 killing of Hernandez has not
been released.
“Here we are closing in on a year, and
we don’t have that full accounting,”
Whitaker said.
Councilmember Zahra said that while
“it’s difficult for us to discuss this
because it’s an active investigation,” he
requested that Council receive an
update on the case at their next meeting.
“I want to acknowledge the pain that
the family of Mr. Hernandez is going
through,” Zahra said.
Among the many members of the
public who addressed Council on this
matter was Ameena Qazi, a Fullerton
lawyer.
“It’s been nearly a year,” Qazi said.
“Hector was murdered just two days

At a May 27 vigil, Hernandez’s two sons light candles on the spot where he was killed by a Fullerton police officer
one year ago. Family, friends, activists, and elected officials gathered for the vigil to share grief and seek justice.
PHOTO BY GASTON CASTELLANOS

after George Floyd, and in that time
Derek Chauvin has been charged, tried,
and convicted of his murder. Where is
our justice for Hector?”
Following the May 27 killing of
Hernandez, the Fullerton Police
Department released a Critical Incident
Report that included selected portions of
body cam and 911 footage, along with
narration by Fullerton Police Chief
Robert Dunn and Lt. Jon Radus.
Advocates for Justice for Hector have
pointed out that the department has not
released all the body cam footage, and
that the footage released gives an incomplete picture of the events that evening.
“The community must have access to
all body cam footage of the incident,”

Jennifer Rojas, from the ACLU of
Southern California, said. “The footage
that is currently available is highly editorialized and serves to exonerate the
officer
and
prosecute
Hector
Hernandez.”
She cited SB 1421, the “Right to
Know Act” that “was passed because the
families and the public have a right to
know what happened when the police
kill someone.”
On May 27, friends, family and members of the community held a vigil on
the lawn of Hernandez’s house on the
one year anniversary of his death, to
share their memories, grief, and resolve
to seek justice.

Mike Rodriguez hugs the sister
of Hernandez.
PHOTO BY GASTON CASTELLANOS

RECOGNIZING AAPI
HERITAGE MONTH
City Council issued a proclamation on
May 18 acknowledging May as Asian
American Pacific Islander (AAPI)
Heritage Month “recognizing the contributions and influence of Asian
Americans and Pacific Islander
Americans to the history, culture, and
achievements of our City, State and
nation.”
“In the midst of a difficult year of pain
and fear, we reflect on the tradition of
leadership, resilience, and courage
shown by AAPI communities,” the resolution reads. “We recognize a heightened fear felt by many Asian American
communities in the wake of increasing
rates of anti-Asian harassment and violence during the COVID-19 pandemic…We continue to firmly stand with
AAPI communities in condemning,
denouncing, and preventing such acts of
violence.”

Councilmember Fred Jung, who is
Korean American, cited a recent study
in which 42% of Americans could not
cite a single prominent Asian American
figure.
“This shows in real time just how
notoriously underrepresented Asian
Americans are in all aspects of
American life, and proves why representation matters,” Jung said. “I urge all
of us in our community to understand
that hate and ignorance are often inherited and passed down from generation to
generation. We can combat that and end
that cycle as we move forward.”
Mayor Whitaker and Councilmember
Jung gave copies of the proclamation to
Myung Suh and Steve Kwon of the
Korean American Federation of Orange
County, and Arnel Dino of the Filipino
American Chamber of Orange County.

Left to right: Arnel Dino, Mayor Bruce Whitaker, Myung Suh, Steve Kwon,
and Councilmember Fred Jung. PHOTO BY JANE RANDS
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Day of Music
Fete de la Musique is celebrated on
the Summer Solstice and our annual
Day of Music began back in 2014.
Many got a call from Glenn Georgieff
who wanted to know if we were interested in getting involved. Back then, I
really had my hands full with other
events and lots of other projects, so I
was hesitant. We all knew it would end
up being a lot of work, many meetings,
and likely a very long day once the
event was being staged. It was well
worth the effort. Talented individuals
from various walks of life volunteered,
music pros and others, and through their
efforts, many venues participated allowing for a huge number of musicians to
play, resulting in an immediate success.
This year, on reflection and thinking
about today, Glenn told us, “In looking
back, it warms my heart to have seen so
many come together, congregate with
strangers and loved ones, to play
music…Our community is strongest
when it leans into its strength, and
music is truly one of our great
strengths.”
In 2019 Fullerton’s Day of Music was
voted Best local music festival by OC
Weekly readers. A day-long radio show
emanated from Mo’s Fullerton Music

Celebrating the Day of Music in 2016.
where a number of local luminaries
stopped by for interviews and to play
live. The first song played was a tribute
to Leo Fender, a song called “Bryant’s
Bounce” recorded in 1952 by Jimmy
Bryant and Speedy West, who played
one of Leo’s early pedal steel guitars on
the tune. Phyllis Fender would stop by
later and regale the audience with some
classic Leo stories.
A COVID-mandated virtual day was

well-received last year, but recently,
many have asked if there would be a
revival of the in-person Day of Music.
As we all know, we’re not out of the
woods yet, so it’s just not in the cards,
but…
Some are planning their own DIY Day
of Music and why not? Get some friends
together and sit out on your porch, front
yard, back yard, wherever you can and if
you are a musician or have friends who

are. Why not announce it and do something live on Facebook or Instagram?
Get kids involved, get Grandparents
involved, get your organization mobilized, too. If you can’t host live music,
crank up the sounds anyway and invite
some neighbors over. Hey, if they don’t
show up, chances are they won’t complain about the loud music because they
were invited. Hopefully.

MORE MUSIC
Things are beginning to pick up in the
world of live music once again and soon
you will be able to take in a variety of
different types of music in Downtown
Fullerton. For one, The Night Owl is
making some changes by adding wine
and beer to their menu, plus they will
soon have live music inside. Hopefully
before too long, the outdoor patio will
once again feature live music. Joe’s in
SoCo recently had Lido Club on a late
Sunday afternoon and evening with
classic rock, Motown, reggae, and
more. The Back Alley recently had the
band Darden in house playing hits, covers, and other music they are well
known for. Bubba has been playing at
the Olde Ship on Harbor lately.
Stubrik’s has nothing scheduled but
maybe that will change, along with
other venues/restaurants like Roscoes,
who had live music before the pandemic
hit. Live music is part of the fabric of
Fullerton and especially our downtown
so it’s good to see it returning.

Orangethorpe: Another raging road update, all but the striping is done here as well, so one of the most traveled avenues
in Orange County has a good stretch of new asphalt. Keep going—bit by bit it’s getting done.

GOAL ACCOMPLISHED

Photo Quiz Send your answer to Mike at AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

Fullerton is home to 36 schools and
yes, it’s that time of the year. Actual inperson graduations are back and to all of
you who have met your goals, congratulations are in order. It must have been
tougher than ever, but you made it.

Would you like to carry
the Fullerton Observer
Newspaper in your place
of business?
Let us know by e-mailing
contact@fullertonobserver.com
or calling (714) 525-6402.

THIS ISSUE:
Another promise fulfilled, and updated photo, but
where is this located (below)? No, it’s not SpaceX.

LAST ISSUE:
Question: What is that
strange thing on the roof
and what was it for (at
right)?
Answer: No longer are
antennas that poke the sky
needed so drivers who
deliver for Fullerton
Motor Parts can communicate with the store. Yet,
there it is; why take it
down?
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“HAPPY 50TH!” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

Residents of Rancho La Paz mobile home park have experienced significant
rent increases over the past few years. PHOTO BY JESSE LA TOUR

MOBILE HOME RENT STABILIZATION BILL
PASSES STATE ASSEMBLY
A bill (AB 978) that would place rent
caps on certain mobile home parks has
passed in the California State Assembly,
and now heads to the Senate for
approval.
The bill was introduced by
Assemblymember Sharon Quirk-Silva
who represents District 65 (which
includes Fullerton) and prohibits a
mobile home park located in two incorporated cities from raising rents more
than three percent annually (plus the
percentage change in the cost of living)
and applies just cause eviction and antirent-gouging protections to tenants in
mobile home units.
This legislation is meant to help the
residents of Rancho La Paz Mobile
Home Park in Fullerton and Anaheim,

among others, who have faced drastic
rent increases since the park was bought
by its current owner John Saunders.
“This will keep many residents here in
their homes,” Rancho La Paz
Homeowners Association President
Lupe Ramirez said.
Ramirez told The Observer that the
next rent increase scheduled for October
“will make our increases in rent here
around 60% in three years. Many more
people will not be able to afford to stay
here. We have lost 54 residents who
have been priced out of their homes, or
who have died from the stress of these
increases.”
She said AB 978 “will be a prayer
answered if passed by the California
State Senate.”

FREE PPE FOR OC
SMALL BUSINESSES
OFFERED JUNE 2
AT CSUF
Small businesses across Orange
County are invited to participate in a
one-day giveaway of personal protective equipment (PPE) for thousands of
employees on June 2 at Cal State
Fullerton.
The event is organized by PPE Unite,
a Compton-based partnership of state,
local and private groups to distribute
PPE to workplaces for economic recovery while promoting general public
health and safety.
When: June 2, 11 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Where: Cal State Fullerton, 1500 N.
State College Blvd, Fullerton 92831

(Enter pickup parking lot from Yorba
Linda Boulevard onto Stadium Way and
exit from Children’s Way onto State
College Boulevard.)
Register your small business to participate: PPEUnite.org/sign-up. A map and
details are posted on the site.

ACROSS
1. "___ It On" (cheerleading
film series)
6. Was aware of
10. Buzzing pest
14. Spooky
15. Infinitesimal amount
16. Tabula ___
17. Unhappy spectator
18. Ubiquitous coffee
company founded in 1971
20. Upper-left key
21. It may be stolen
23. Tie dye again?
24. Cairo's river
25. Like some triangles
27. Portland bookstore
founded in 1971
31. "Relax, soldier!"
32. Solitary
33. Nor. neighbor
36. Country crooner Vince

DOWN
1. Tony winner Neuwirth
2. Old Olds'
3. ___-Z (classic Camaro)
4. Never, in Nuremberg
5. Not hamsters
6. Some canoodling
7. Written reminder
8. LAX abbr.
9. Card game for two
10. Thin porridges
11. Mother-of-pearl
12. Welcome at the door
13. Small sample
19. "I ___ for garage sales"
(bumper sticker)

37. Scrawny
39. Authentic
40. Medium claim
41. Was a passenger
42. "Leave it ___" (don't change)
44. Memorabilia-themed
restaurant founded in 1971
46. Broadway actress, Laura Linney,
has 5 nominations but ____
49. Jazz home
50. Kind of committee
51. Aide: Abbr.
52. Emeril's exclamation
55. "Wanna get away?" airline
founded in 1971
58. Gut grief
60. Beheaded Boleyn
61. Falco of "The Sopranos"
62. Morocco's capital
63. Lascivious look
64. Wild hog
65. Bias

22. Story with symbolism
24. "Hud" Oscar winner Patricia
25. Any day now
26. Glasses alternative
27. Use a beeper
28. Singer Redding
29. Disappointed ok, in slang
30. Clearer, as a sky
33. ___ good example
34. Ragamuffin
35. "If all ___ fails ..."
38. Combines
39. Like chocolate torte
41. Russian alternative
43. Nancy Kerrigan and
Tonya Harding
44. Owl, at times
45. Result of a coup, perhaps
46. Twangy, as a voice
47. Lorenzo ___ (inspiration
for "Lorenzo's Oil")
48. John ___, US Senator from
South Dakota
51. Largest continent
52. Popular variety of tea
53. Actor Alda
54. Fly catcher
56. Fly catcher
57. Pre-1868 Tokyo
59. UC Berkeley, to locals

EDUCATION
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HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
& Commentary by Vivien Moreno
The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
information available by calling 714-870-2800
or visiting www.fjuhsd.net
The FJUHSD Board members held
another special meeting on Tuesday
May 25 to approve the District’s
Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant
Plan which covers items and services
costing over $14 million dollars in state
and federal funds.
The money will be used to identify,
assess, and support students who are
experiencing academic or social and
emotional challenges after the past year
and a half of distance learning.
All students are eligible for the services. Students can self-identify, be referred
by teachers, counselors, or parents, and
they can participate in supplemental
instructional time, tutoring, summer
school, educational credit recovery,
social-emotional support for anxiety or
other mental health issues, and meal
plans. The Trustees did not ask, and the
plan does not indicate if these supports
are available to incoming 9th grade students this summer.

The District has until 2024 to spend
the money. The California state portion
of the funds have already been delivered
to the District. The money can be used
for a wide range of services and items
including technology, internet hubs,
educational programs, salaries, additional personnel support, teacher and paraprofessional training on trauma
informed and social and emotional
learning methods, and food for meals
and snacks.
The District is encouraging principals,
teachers and counselors to recommend
students who have experienced trauma
or challenges due to the pandemic distance learning to avail themselves of the
provided services which will include
before and after school tutoring, mental
health support, nutrition and physical
health supports, and supplemental summer school offerings provided by credentialed and paraprofessional staff.

Image from a
presentation
given by the
award-winning
EGTS Team.

Empowering Girls Through STEM
Five students from Ladera Vista Junior
High School of the Arts and Parks Junior
High School joined forces to create
Gender Equities, or EGTS (Empowering
Girls Through Stem), to address gender
equity. This group of 7th grade girls
worked together outside of school to
develop a website focused on middle
school-aged girls to empower and educate them with all the possibilities in
STEM.
EGTS received the Judge’s Favorite
Award (1st Place) in the FSD Civic

Endeavors competition as part of the
annual FSD Fest and was also recognized as one of two teams receiving
Honorable Mention from the Jacobs
Teen Innovation Challenge. Team EGTS
from FSD successfully competed against
over 2,800 students from 11 different
countries for the intrinsic reward of
developing an innovator’s mindset and
making a difference in the world.
To view the web site visit
https://sites.google.com/myfsd.org/egts/
home.

australianswimschool.com

Sign at Fullerton Union High School. PHOTO BY JESSE LA TOUR

Ethnic Studies Continued from front page
Her cruel treatment inspired her to put Ana Unified School District (SAUSD)
pressure on the FJUHSD board to make have adopted their own Ethnic Studies
Ethnic Studies a requirement.
curriculum based on the model provided
There are several teachers who are by the CDE.
advocating for the new course including
Kaufman also mentioned the AB 101
Mike Rodriguez. He earned degrees in bill that needs the State Assembly and
Ethnic Studies and History from UCSD the Senate’s full vote in order for a
and has been teaching
Statewide Ethnic Studies
social sciences for 17
class to become a graduayears. “It is important to
tion requirement by the
ensure that the cultures
2029 to 2030 school year.
of the community are
She informed the Board
“It validates
represented in the classthat they can also consider
student identity
room,” he said. “It valiadding the course as an
in the classroom elective and perhaps intedates student identity in
the classroom and is
grating it into the existing
and is another
another way of building
social sciences department
way of building
empathy and understandinstead of making it a
empathy and
ing among students.”
required course.
understanding
Rodriguez teaches in the
While some see the new
Santa Ana Unified
requirement
as a necessity,
among students.”
School District and has
there are also skeptics.
been informing students
“The moral fabric of this
—Mike Rodriguez
of other cultures for
nation is now under attack,
three years through the
particularly through the
summer program, “The
means of this new Ethnic
People’s History of
Studies curriculum being
Orange County.”
introduced in the school system,” Dr.
On June 16, 2020, the District’s Board Jacob Daniel, a representative for Equal
of Trustees decided to remove Louis E. Justice Forum said. “It makes grand
Plummer’s name from an auditorium promises of diversity, inclusion, and
because of his early association with the action, but completely disregards the
Ku Klux Klan after an online petition universal moral foundation for essential
gathered 27,000 signatures. To further human equality.”
multicultural appreciation and rid the
Board members took no action at the
district of racial inequalities, many see May 11 meeting, but supported the idea
Ethnic Studies as the next step.
of exploring how the course would be
FJUHSD’s Board of Trustees dis- introduced into FJUHSD’s high schools.
cussed Ethnic Studies at their May 11 Student Member of the Board Jenna
meeting.
Beining expressed support for a proAssistant
Superintendent
of posed change.
Educational Services Dr. Sylvia
Advocates for Ethnic Studies plan on
Kaufman gave a presentation on the pushing for the course to be on the agensubject. She said that on April 8, the da for the next board meeting on June 8
California Department of Education at 6 p.m. Visit www.fjuhsd.net for
(CDE) developed a model curriculum board meeting information.
To view the online petition for ethnic
for school districts that are interested in
visit
implementing an Ethnic Studies course, studies
however, the course is not mandated by www.actionnetwork.org/petitions/eththe State. The Anaheim Union High nic-studies-requirement-for-fullertonSchool District (AUHSD) and Santa joint-uhsd.
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TEEN OBSERVER by Francine, 9th grade
Navigating College and Career
the Scambray Way
FJUHSD Superintendent’s
Lasting Legacy as He Retires June 30
After only
six years into
the job he
held
since
2015, our high school district superintendent Dr. Scott Scambray is retiring
this month. One of the best decisions he
made for our district is securing a laptop
for each student within the year in his
new role. Many will remember him for
this decisive step that facilitated the
seamless shift from in-person to distance
learning when the pandemic hit last year.
However, to a freshman like me who is
only starting my journey through higher
education and future career, I am curious
how he navigated his journey through
college and the 36 fruitful years of his
career.
While many of us tend to focus more
on getting accepted to A-list universities
right after high school, Dr. Scambray
chose to go to his local community college for the first two years then transferred to the state university to finish his

bachelor’s degree where he earned athletic scholarships. It is quite comforting
to know that the pathway to success is
not limited to attending prestigious universities with single digit acceptance
rates. We also don’t have to spend a fortune and even save two-years’ worth of
tuition when we enroll in our local colleges. For example, our very own
Fullerton College offers two years of
“tuition-free education to all new students'' (full.coll.edu) who can then transfer during their junior year to our state
universities to complete their degrees.
Knowing how Dr. Scambray worked
in gas stations during high school and
moved furniture in college reminds me
of another pathway that is open to youth
like us, especially during these long
breaks from school—summer jobs or
internships. Last month, my teacher in
grade school emailed me a job opportunity. I forgot that I could work already
and realized that it is a great opportunity
for me not only to make money but also

FEATURED PET by Abigail, 5th grade
Add Fergie to Your Family
Fergie is a green parakeet at OC Animal Care. She was found flying around the
city of San Juan Capistrano by a Good Samaritan who brought her to the shelter.
Turns out, 1-year-old Fergie had a band on her leg, which usually provides information about where she came from. Sadly, no one could get any information on her,

SUMMER SCHOOL

Superintendent Scott Scambray
to grow as a person because I will gain
not just skills and experience but a new
perspective about life.
Over the span of his career in education, Dr. Scambray went up the ladder
consistently from being a math teacher
to assistant principal and assistant superintendent before becoming superintendent of two school districts.
Conversations with the principals
from our district taught me that the key
to being successful in our jobs is in
knowing how to provide solutions to the
needs of our students. Sunny Hills High
School Principal Allen Whitten told me
that Dr. Scambray’s greatest contribution is “shifting instruction to a studentcentered approach and the thoughtful
integration of technology into the curso she was placed for adoption.
Parakeets are among the smallest parrot
species commonly kept as pets. They are
the most popular pet bird due to the fact
that they are quite affordable. Parakeets
are typically friendly and quite easy to
tame. They live up to 10 years if they are
taken care of properly. If you ever wanted a forever pet like Fergie, contact OC
Animal Care at (714) 935-6848 or visit
their website www.ocpetinfo.com. I’m
sure Fergie would love to meet you.

COMICS by Erin, 6th grade

by Mateo, 5th grade

FULLERTON LEGEND
How Are You Spending
Your Summer?
All schools around the Fullerton School District
(FSD) are now out for the summer. Although
summer break is known to be the time to lie back
and take a break from school, FSD is still offering
educational summer programs to all students.
These programs are meant to help students get
ahead, stay sharp, and get ready for the next
school year, all while having lots of fun. There are
many different FSD summer programs you can
enroll your kids in this year or in the future, but
one thing that seems to work well among students
is the FSD EXTENDED PLAY offered to K
through 8th grade students from June 7 to July 16.
It is a self-paced class that helps you expand your
knowledge in areas such as ELA and math for the
upcoming school year while also offering prizes
and fun games. This is a program that I myself am
enrolled in for this summer and have been since
last year when it was first offered.
I can tell you that it is a great experience.
For a complete list of FSD summer programs,
please check out www.fullertonsd.org.

Tell us how we are doing.
Write to the Fullerton Observer
PO Box 7051, Fullerton, CA 92832

riculum.” So far, besides the laptop I am
using, I also learned to use many apps
that are very helpful for my classes.
La Habra principal Matthew Eeles
finds Scambray “easy to talk to because
he takes time to listen.” He and Mr.
Whitten both see Dr. Scambray as a
strong leader who is not afraid to confront issues that need to be addressed.
Gaining some insight into how a person
can be successful in his job or career
provides a valuable learning opportunity
for us, especially when he is someone
like our superintendent whom we look
up to and yet find very relatable.
Leaving behind an inspiring life story is
Dr. Scambray’s legacy to many students
who also dream of navigating a high
school, college, and career journey successfully.
Having worked so hard over the last
36 years, Dr. Scambray can’t wait for the
day when he can spend more time travelling and playing golf, but he will
always cherish those moments when he
visited schools and “saw his students
making incredible achievements while
overcoming personal issues.”
Mr.
Whitten, who finds Dr. Scambray a great
leader and boss, is among those who will
miss the walk around the campus with
Dr. Scambray.
He recalls, “Mr.
Scambray would always ask students
who their favorite principal was and if
they hesitated he would gesture toward
me on the sly.”
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ROCKET TEAM TO SOAR IN SUMMER
COLLEGIATE COMPETITION from CSUF News
A team of Cal State Fullerton student
engineers has launched a project to
design and build a rocket that can soar
10,000 feet high and carry a self-piloting glider that will release and fly back
to the ground.
The 10-member team is building the
rocket, named “Aphrodite,” for the 2021
Spaceport America Cup, in which more
than 150 collegiate rocketry teams from
across the country and world will compete. The June 18-20 competition is
being held virtually due to the coronavirus pandemic.
The senior design project caught the
attention of judges at the recent 2021
ECS
Student
Projects
Virtual
Competition and Showcase. The team
won the award for “Overall Best Project
Team of the Year” and a $1,500 cash
prize.
The rocket team members, and their
roles, are Joshua Espinosa and Paloa

Nova, airframe; Alam and Greg Stai,
avionics; Steven Carlson and Alyssa
Paglomutan, payload; Alex Haddow and
Tu Tran, propulsion; and, Drew Rios
and Zack Mouawad, recovery. All are
mechanical engineering majors and
2021 graduates, except for Espinosa.
Under the mentorship of Salvador
Mayoral, associate professor of
mechanical engineering, the student
engineers worked together to come up
with a design and research solutions,
such as using propulsion, guidance and
electrical systems, to ready their rocket
for the competition.
The rocket will be equipped with
onboard electronics for tracking the
rocket and igniting recovery systems,
including two parachutes to make sure it
lands safely.
“Even though the competition is virtual, we will still be launching the rocket
through an FAA certified launch loca-

Titan Rocket team, from left, include students Tu Tran, Greg Stai, Paola Nova,
Zack Mouawad, Salvador Mayoral (faculty adviser) and Brandon Alam.
tion for collegiate team rockets and
high-power rockets, with the proper certified individuals there to oversee the
launch,” Alam added.
“As a kid, I was always obsessed with
technological advancement in cars, but
rockets were always the most fascinat-

ing,” he said. “I became obsessed with
technology that didn’t exist from movies
like ‘The Iron Giant’ and ‘Star Wars.’
This inspired me to want to become an
engineer and be a part of technological
advancement.”

The Limits of Desegregation:
A Story of Maple School (Part 2)
by Jesse La Tour
Part 1 of this series told the story of efforts to desegregate Maple Elementary
School in the late 1960s and early 1970s, which was 98% Latino and Black. In 1972
the Fullerton School District Board of Trustees voted 3 to 2 to close Maple and bus
all its students to eight “receiving schools” in the District (one-way busing). In
making this decision, the Board dismissed proposals from a Human Relations
Committee and Maple Neighborhood Group to keep Maple open and adopt reciprocal (2-way) busing between north and south Fullerton schools to achieve integration.

Lopez v. Trustees
of the Fullerton Elementary School District
Following the February 1972 school
board decision to close Maple school,
families from the neighborhood filed a
lawsuit against the District, alleging that
the desegregation plan violated the
Equal Protection clause of the 14th
Amendment to the US Constitution as
well as State desegregation laws.
The lawsuit called the closing of
Maple School and the one-way busing
plan “invidious discrimination” that
“imposes the entire burden of desegregation on minority students.”
The lawsuit had the support of the
Mexican American Legal Defense Fund,
the Orange County Legal Aid Society,
the Western Center of Law and Poverty,
and the federal office of Economic
Opportunity.
Lopez v. Trustees of the Fullerton
Elementary School District was filed on
behalf of “all Spanish surnamed and
Negro students attending Maple

School.”
During the trial, which took place in
late June and early July 1972, Orange
County Superior Court Judge William
C. Speirs asked, “Is one-way busing the
best way to comply with the law? Or is
it just a means of avoiding two-way busing?”
Morris Schneider, a consultant in
intergroup relations for the State
Department of Education “testified that
one-directional busing away from
closed schools, rather than reciprocal
busing, is being done in Redlands, Palm
Springs, Corona, Riverside, and San
Bernardino,” according to the LA Times.
Schneider said the Fullerton school
board’s plan “meets the requirements of
the law.”
Under cross-examination by Joe
Ortega from the Mexican American
Legal Defense Fund, “Schneider admitted that only Mexican American and

Clipping from July 4, 1974 issue of the Los Angeles Times.
Negro schools have been closed in districts where it has been necessary to
adopt plans for achieving ethnic balance,” according to the LA Times.
“Isn’t it true, Mr. Schneider, that to
your knowledge only Chicano and
Black schools have been closed and
their students forced to participate in
one-way busing?” Ortega asked.
“Yes, as far as I know, that is true,”
Schneider said.
Fullerton
School
District
Superintendent Robert Crawford also
acknowledged that two-way busing “is
not prohibitively costly,” which contradicted statements that were often made
at school board meetings when presenting the various integration plans.
On July 3, 1972, Judge Speirs upheld
the Fullerton School District’s plan to
close Maple School and bus all the children from the neighborhood to other
schools in the district.
“Judge Speirs ruled that busing students from Maple School, with 85%
Mexican American and 10% Black
enrollment, without busing students
from predominantly Anglo schools is
‘not racially discriminatory,’” according
to the July 4, 1972 LA Times.
“Attorney Joe Ortega of the Mexican
American Legal Defense Fund said
some members of the Chicano community ‘will be very bitter,’ and ‘some will

do their best to live with it and get their
children to schools,” according to the LA
Times.
Thus, beginning in September 1972,
Maple School was closed as an elementary school and all its students were
bused to other schools in the district.
According to the Fullerton NewsTribune, “The Maple School will house
an expanded preschool, a community
cultural center, and will be the site of a
Community Open School, an alternative
mini school this fall on a pilot basis.”
Reflecting on the impact of closing
Maple School, long time Fullerton resident Vivien Jaramillo told The Observer
in an interview, “It splits you up so
much out of your element that you don’t
have any tight bonds with anybody in
the neighborhood because they’re all
going different places. That part was
kind of a bummer, and it was still affecting my kids when they were growing
up.”
Retired Fullerton College sociology
professor Richard Ramirez, who was
involved in formulating the Maple
Community’s own desegregation plan
(which was not adopted), told The
Observer in an interview, “It’s best categorized as institutional racism.”
To be continued…
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Upset
Homegirls
Continued from front page
The founders, Parker (Artistic
Director), Fagbamila (Director), Factory
(Public Relations Manager), and Odd
(Director of Communications) were all
students at California State University,
Fullerton when they met, though Upset
Homegirls is not affiliated with CSUF.
Zion Pham is the official spokesperson
of Upset Homegirls.
“The way we all collaborate, we try
our best to highlight each other’s wants
and needs and desires for the organization and reflect our personalities. That’s
why we don’t have a linear, strictly
protest-type of thing because it wouldn’t
be an actual representation of our organization,” Fagbamila said.
Upset Homegirls focuses on community engagement. The focus of their
organization is toward the well-being of
minorities and those who are marginalized by creating a space for people to
express and share all they are going
through.
“When we did start this, it was
because there was no representation. So,
we wanted to create a space for people
to be able to grieve and share those emotions whether they are completely upset.
That’s why we say ‘upset’ instead of
‘angry’ because upset could be a lot of
things. We also are moving towards
being joyful and using Black Joy as a
form of resistance to injustices,” Factory
said.
They began this organization around
the beginning of the lockdown last year,
however, the pandemic did not slow
their momentum. Apart from a few inperson protests, Upset Homegirls has
been able to adapt their events to an
online setting so they could still be

Members of Upset Homegirls speaking at a June 6, 2020 rally for justice
for George Floyd and other victims of police brutality. PHOTO BY JESSE LA TOUR
accessible during the pandemic.
They’ve hosted educational Netflixwatch parties, a financial literacy event,
and most recently they held a dance-athon where people could take dance
classes that were taught by volunteer
instructors.
A crucial part of Upset Homegirls is
the idea of using Black Joy as a form of
resistance to injustices. There is a stigma around mental health that Upset
Homegirls wanted to address and combat. The group created Black Joy
Fridays, which dedicates each Friday, or
a few Fridays during the month to a
form of joyous resistance such as visual
arts or dancing.

Many of their events keep mental
health as a priority. In February, they
hosted a wellness event in collaboration
with Mother Moon where they brought
in vendors, yoga instructors, DJs, spoken word, reiki, and meditation. During
the month of May, which is Mental
Health Awareness month, they honed in
on using their Instagram page as a place
where people can find resources.
“It was really cool to see everyone
come together in that way and share
what they have to offer for mental
health, physical health, and emotional
health,” Parker said. “That’s definitely
something that I think Upset Homegirls
represents because we all as individuals

are very in tune with our mental health
and keeping that intact so we want to
project that as an organization as well.”
They have many hopes for the future
of Upset Homegirls. They hope to grow
their community in Fullerton, reach
broader audiences, and find ways to
help other marginalized communities.
“At the moment, we really want to
focus on our community because that’s
where change starts,” Fagbamila said.
“It starts within you and then how you
affect your community.”
To learn more about Upset Homegirls
visit www.upsethomegirls.org or follow
them on Instagram @upsethomegirls.

City Council Approves Short-Term Whole-House Rental Compromise
by Matthew Leslie
Fullerton’s City Council has approved
a compromise that will limit the number
of Fullerton’s 325 allowable short-term
rentals (STRs) to 100 rentals that can be
rented out without an owner on site.
The compromise was placed on the
agenda at the request of 1st District
Council member Fred Jung, who supported an earlier amendment to the ordinance governing STRs that passed in
April but changed his mind about it during the amendment’s required second
reading on May 4. That amendment
kept the total number of STRs to 325
throughout the city, but banned outright
so-called “whole-house” rentals, the
practice of renting out entire residences
without an owner present. It passed in
April on a split 3 to 2 vote, but failed by
the same margin when Jung changed his
mind on May 4. He also declined to join
Mayor Bruce Whitaker and Mayor Pro
Tem Nick Dunlap in voting to reject the
amendment altogether. Instead, Jung
asked that a compromise be brought
before the Council for its May 18 meeting.
The compromise settles the controversial question of whether homes in
Fullerton can be rented short term, often
to tourists visiting Southern California,
where pleasant weather promises a minimum of vacancies and lucrative profits
for owners. A whole-house STR ban
would have effectively prevented

investors from purchasing multiple
Jonah Breslau of LAANE (Los
properties for use as rentals, although Angeles Alliance for a New Economy)
many who spoke in favor of the compro- spoke against the compromise.
mise amendment during the May 18 Identifying himself as a former hotel
meeting presented themselves as owners bellman, he said it was frustrating to
of single properties, sometimes inherit- hear UNITE HERE union members who
ed from family. They argued that their reside in Fullerton and who spoke that
homes were neatly kept and well man- night out of concern for their own interaged, and that ordinances
ests being called “outside
preventing them from rentinterests” by a “small group”
ing them out were infringe- Attorney Fred
of property owners looking
ments on their property
out for their own interests. He
Gaines, who
rights.
represents 40 said the Council members
They were opposed by
would have to decide whether
STR owners,
residents who countered
they would stand up for housthat STRs remove scarce said that other
ing or short-term rentals, and
housing from the rental and businesses, like that union members believed
sales market and rob their
the whole house ban was
sober living
streets of community by
itself an “excellent comprohouses, are
substituting strangers who
mise.” He and others urged
allowed in
rent STRs for neighbors.
the Council to return to that
Many speakers against the
model.
residential
compromise were members neighborhoods.
Under the earlier measure,
of UNITE HERE Local 11,
STR owners would have up to
the hotel and restaurant
a year to keep using their
union whose threat to sue
properties as rentals before
the City over the original ordinance either adhering to the whole-house ban
adopted last year led to the first pro- or ceasing to rent them out.
posed amendment allowing 325 total
STR owner James Hong supported the
STRs, but no whole-house rentals. 100-limit compromise, taking issue with
Many of the union’s members argued Council member Jesus Silva’s assurance
that competition from STRs threatened in an earlier meeting that property owntheir jobs in hotels while simultaneously ers who purchased homes within the last
making much-needed housing unavail- 6 months, but chose to sell them someable to them.
time during the next year if they

couldn’t use them for whole house
rentals would not be in danger of losing
money on their investment due to the
strong housing market. Hong countered
that new flooring, cabinets, kitchen, and
other upgrades, including sewer pipes,
represented more total expenses than
could be recouped within 12 months.
Attorney Fred Gaines, who represents
40 STR owners, said that other businesses, like sober living houses, are allowed
in residential neighborhoods.
Before moving the item to a vote, Fred
Jung pointed out that championing the
rights of property owners or union members was different than the Council’s
task of governing, calling 100 wholehouse rentals “an ample compromise,”
before pointing out that the cities of
Irvine, Anaheim, Orange, and Villa Park
had all banned STRs outright at some
point, but were still experiencing affordable housing issues.
Council members Ahmad Zahra, Jesus
Silva, and Fred Jung were joined by a
reluctant Mayor Bruce Whitaker in
approving the compromise amendment.
Whitaker said, “I do want to assure those
who will be the losers on this that I certainly fought for your cause.” Mayor Pro
Tem Nick Dunlap opposed the measure,
stating that only a small fraction of
Fullerton housing would be affected by
allowing the larger number of 325 in the
Council’s original ordinance.
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Titan Runners Collect
Four Big West Awards

The Big West Conference announced
the honorees of the men's and women's
track and field yearly awards. Cal State
Fullerton had four honorees including
Maya Occiano as Women's Track and
Field Freshman of the Year, Reyte Rash
as Men's Track and Field Freshman of
the Year, Charles Kelly as Co-Men's
Track Athlete of the Year and John
Elders as Men's Coach of the Year.
Kelly is the third Titan overall and the
third in the last four years to be named
Men's Track Athlete of the Year. Kelly
set school records in both the 110-meter
hurdles (14.10, +1.4 wind) and 400meter hurdles (51.23) on his way to winning two Big West Championships. He
is the third Titan in program history to
win the league title in the 110mh and the
fourth in the 400mh.
Occiano is the third Titan to be named

Big West Freshman of the Year on the
women's side. She garnered that honor
in large part due to the fact that she
became the fourth woman in program
history to win the Big West
Championship in the 400-meter hurdles.
She clocked a personal-best time of
60.08 to secure the win in the event on
May 15. She also ran on the 4x400meter relay team that earned a thirdplace finish.
Rash is just the second Titan on the
men's side to be named Big West
Freshman of the Year. Rash earned a
runner-up finish in the 400-meter hurdles at the Big West Championships
with a personal-best time of 51.57.
Elders collected his third Men's Coach
of the Year honor in the last four years.
The men's program did not have single
Big West Championship to its name

FULLERTON COLLEGE

Hornets Swim Takes Third in
OEC Championships by Philip Thurman
The Hornet women's swim and dive
team placed 3rd overall while the men
placed 5th at the Orange Empire
Conference Championships held at
Orange Coast College.
The Golden West College women's
team scored a narrow win over archrival Orange Coast College to win the
conference title, outscoring the Pirates
487-457. Fullerton College finished in

third place (350) while Cypress College
was fourth (218) and Saddleback
College fifth (100).
For the men, Saddleback (515) won
the conference title after a 37-year hiatus. Golden West (428) placed second,
Orange Coast (279) took third, Cypress
(256) finished in fourth place, and
Fullerton (219) followed up with a fifth
place finish.

Reyte Rash (left) and Charles Kelly
prior to the 2017 season, but since then
they won in 2017 and 2018, took second
place in 2019 and won again in 2021.

For
more
stories
go
FullertonTitans.com or follow
FullertonTitans on social media.

to
@
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VIDEO OBSERVER
by Emerson Little © 2020

Raymond Basin Designed for Water
Conservation and Flood Control
by Emerson Little
Driving down Raymond Avenue, over
the Riverside freeway, and continuing
until it became East Street in Anaheim, I
noticed a large fenced in area which
reminded me of a dried-up lakebed, with
a brown wooden sign that closely
resembled the one near the Fullerton
and Brea Dams. Looking closer, I realized that this was a sign for the
Raymond Basin, a flood basin owned by
the Orange County Flood Control
District (OCFCD), and designed for
water conservation and flood control.
Mild winters and long hot summers are
what Southern Californians are now
used to. Seldom is there any measurable
rainfall from May through September.
Since Southern California has received
less rain than usual for this time of year,
I thought it would be interesting to do
further research into the Raymond Basin
and the OCFCD.

Built for Water
Conservation
The Raymond Basin was first constructed in 1953 as a water conservation
basin. By 1954, the Orange County
Flood Control District had purchased
the land, and in 1959, made improvements to transform it into a dual-use
basin. It functions as “both a water conservation basin and a flood control
retarding basin” according to information posted by the OCFCD on a fenced
corner of the present-day basin. The
wooden sign placed by the basin’s gates
says that it was completed in 1962.
Subsequent improvements to the basin,
as recently as 1990, have transformed it
into what we see today.
The basin is capable of storing up to
370 acre-feet of water at any given time.
An acre foot of water is the approximate
amount of water a family of four uses in
one year’s time. Currently, the OCFCD
uses the basin to assist in preventing
flooding the downstream community by
storing a portion of high flood flows
within two sub-basins. The sub-basins
are divided by a flow-by channel
(Carbon Creek Channel) which runs
down the middle of the facility and uses
tow side-weir spillways (located near
Balsam Avenue) to direct high flood
flows into each sub-basin. The flood
flows are stored in the basins until the
depth of the water in the bypass channel
recedes. Then, small pipes convey the
retained water back to the channel. Any

water left in the basins percolates into
the groundwater aquifer below. When I
walked by, the east basin had a tiny spot
of mud surrounded by dry, cracked dirt,
while the west basin had a large algae
covered section with a shallow amount
of water. Near the algae water, a small
group of birds had congregated.
The OCFCD uses the basin to
recharge the groundwater aquifer within
the Orange County Forebay Area. Water
from the Santa Ana River, the State
Water Project, or the Colorado River
Project may be diverted from Anaheim
Lakes, or Warner and Miller Basins
upstream, down Carbon Creek Channel
to the Raymond Basin. It’s there that the
water is stored and allowed to percolate
into the earth, recharging the groundwater aquifer below. When it’s clean, the
Raymond Basin can percolate up to ten
feet of water a day. However, over time,
between six to eight months, the bottom
two or three inches of soil on the basin
bed may become clogged with silt and
biological material, reducing the percolation rate to almost zero. Therefore, it’s
important to frequently clean the basin’s
bed in order to maintain its ability to
percolate water.

A History of Flooding in
Orange County
Orange County has an interesting history of floods. According to A Brief
History of the Orange County Flood
Control District, by the American
Society of Civil Engineers, before 1825,
the flood outwash of the Santa Ana
River meandered from the canyon
across the Coastal Plain and merged
with the San Gabriel River before entering the ocean at Anaheim Bay (near
what is now the City of Seal Beach). As
a consequence of the flood of 1825, the
river mouth of the Santa Ana was diverted several miles southeasterly and what
is now known as Balboa Peninsula was
formed by river sedimentation. The
flood of 1862 was Orange County’s
largest, when the river raged out of control. According to a Los Angeles Times
article from January 1995, “the destruction was not great, only because the area
was so sparsely populated. In the center
of Anaheim, four miles from the Santa
Ana River, water stood four feet deep.
The flood brought from the mountain
and canyons great rafts of driftwood,
which were scattered over the plain
below the city and furnished fuel for the
people of the city for several years.”

Wooden sign for Raymond Basin.

Flood Control Measures
Orange County was established in
1889 when the State Legislature separated it from Los Angeles County, and
flooding was not new to the inhabitants
of the area. Early organized attempts to
control floodwaters in Orange County
were primarily by agricultural groups
who constructed and maintained ditches
from diversion dams in the streams to
irrigate their farms. Early efforts were
largely focused on the Santa Ana River,
and the works constructed were temporary, with most being accomplished by
individuals or by localized protection
districts. From 1850 to 1930, there were
15 years where major floods happened.
Out of these flood years, the ones in
1862, 1884, and 1916 were the largest
and the most destructive (both in terms
of property damage and loss of life). It
wasn’t until after the Flood of 1916 that
flood protection began to receive more
attention in Orange County.
According to A Brief History of the
Orange County Flood Control District,
“by 1927, Orange County had developed into a highly agricultural area with
the subsequent amount of urban development. With the county developed to
this extent, it became economically feasible to expend funds for flood protection.” On April 2, 1927, Paul Bailey, the
State Engineer at the time and a prominent consulting engineer living in
Orange County, filed a report with the
California Governor and the State
Legislature on the water problems of
San Bernardino, Riverside, and Orange
Counties. The consulting Engineering
Committee working with Bailey at the
time was J.B. Lippincott for Orange
County, A.L. Sonderegger for Riverside
County, and George S. Hinckley for San

Bernardino County. On May 23, 1927,
the Orange County Flood Control was
formed and approved by the State
Legislature.

Protecting Life and
Property
Today, the OCFCD’s main duties
include control of flood and storm
waters of the county, and of streams
flowing into the area, such as the Santa
Ana River and San Juan Creek. Other
duties include mitigating the effects of
tides and waves and protecting the harbors, waterways, public highways and
other properties in the county from these
waters. The facilities constructed by the
Orange County Flood Control District,
such as the Raymond Basin, have prevented a great deal of losses to life and
property that would have otherwise been
harmed by flooding. By constructing
flood control facilities at the same time
as new development, the OCFCD has
made residential and commercial developments in the county more secure from
flooding.

Volunteers
Wanted
Got extra time?
You could contribute to
The Fullerton Observer.
E-mail
contact@fullertonobserver.com

or call (714) 525-6402
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“Gatsby Redux” at the Muckenthaler will re-imagine
the classic American novel The Great Gatsby.

“Gatsby Redux”
@ MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton www.themuck.org (714)738-6595
From the era when the Muckenthaler Mansion was built comes the timeless F.
Scott Fitzgerald masterpiece The Great Gatsby, reimagined by choreographer Janet
Roston and Mixed eMotion Theatrix into a fully immersive site-specific experience
covering all of the Muck's grounds. Jun 24 @7pm. $30 non-member, $20
student/senior, $15 member.

“Shades of Us”

ARTS
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“Yellow Jacket” by Brian Allen

“Made in California”
@ BREA ART GALLERY
1 Civic Center Cir, Brea (714) 990-7730 www.breaartgallery.com
Every year, this juried exhibit showcases artwork from all over the state of
California and highlights artists in all
stages of their careers and offers them a
chance to compete for a number of
awards, including the coveted solo show
opportunity. “Made in California” is
open to the public. There was no opening reception this year. Masks, social
distancing, and other safety measures

will be required of all staff and visitors.
Through June 18. Visitors can learn
about future exhibitions and workshops
at breaartgallery.com or by following
the gallery on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter @breagallery.
Open hours are Wednesday through
Sunday, 12pm – 5pm. For more information, call (714) 990-7731 or visit
www.breaartgallery.com.

@ MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton www.themuck.org (714)738-6595

Yorba Linda Art and Music Festival

Artist Eloy Torrez explores the ideas of “us” and “we” through his subjects. In
@ HURLESS BARTON PARK
this exploration Torrez delves into the personalities and diverse make up of his
4601 Casa Loma Ave, Yorba Linda (714) 996-1960 www.artsyl.org
painted guests. Guest-curated by Jimmy Centeno. Through July 1.
Gallery is open Monday–Thursday, 12-4pm. $5/group. Reservations required.
Celebration of the Arts and Music their paintings, sculptures, ceramics,
AltaMed employees and their parties may have their admission charge waived by
Festival in Yorba Linda is a free fine jewelry, fiber art, fine glass, woodwork,
showing their employee badge.
arts, crafts, and music festival suitable mixed-media, and photography. There is
for all ages. This year it will take place also live entertainment in the park
Sun, Jun 6, starting at 11am at Hurless amphitheater.
Barton Park (4601 Casa Loma Ave,
It is highly recommended that attenYorba Linda). It is co-sponsored by the dees pre-register in order to avoid overYorba Linda Arts Alliance Foundation, crowding situations. For more informaand the City of Yorba Linda Parks & tion call (714) 996-1960 or visit
Recreation Department.
www.artsyl.org.
Dozens of artists will exhibit and sell
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HITS
&
MISSES

by Joyce Mason © 2021
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Community Calendar
The COVID-19 pandemic caused many beloved community events to be cancelled
or to move online. However, as Orange County enters the Yellow Tier and life slowly
begins to return to a kind of normalcy, we have brought back the Community Events
Calendar. If you know of an event you think the community would be interested in,
drop us a line at contact@fullertonobserver.com. Hope to see you around town.

TUES June 1
• 2-4pm: Art at Home Lunar Phase
Painting. Art at Home brings you educational art opportunities in the comfort
of your own home. Contactless drivethrough pick-up is offered at the
Fullerton Community Center. Please call
(714) 738-6575 to register for the current Art at Home course while supplies
last. $9 each and free for seniors 60+.
340 W Commonwealth Ave.
• 6:30pm: City Council Meeting.
City Hall Council Chambers, 303 W.
Commonwealth Ave. For info call City
Clerk's Office at (714) 738-6350.
Eric Bana (left) stars in “The Dry.”

THE DRY: A Hit and a Miss
Australian director Robert Connolly
At this point, we get many flashbacks
sets this mystery/thriller in a small town to the friendships and events from twenin the middle of drought-stricken ty years earlier. About one third of the
Australia, basing his movie on Jane movie unfolds through these flashbacks,
Harper’s best-selling crime novel of the which are occasionally confusing in
same name. The dry and cracked land- content and detail. Aaron does reconscape surrounding Kiewarra reflects the nect with one of the young people he
parched souls of several of its inhabi- had palled around with—Gretchen
tants. Plot twists and red herrings galore (Genevieve O’Reilly). Although the
make the several mysteries in this film romance that we feel might develop
often difficult to follow, but Australian between them does not occur, Gretchen
Federal Agent Aaron Falk, as portrayed does provide vital information that helps
by seasoned actor Eric
in solving the mystery of
Bana, makes us care
who might have killed
about him and his chalLuke and disguised it as
lenges in solving the
a suicide. With the concrimes.
tinued interplay of past
Parched land
Aaron had grown up in
and present events,
and dead trees
Kiewarra and had a girlAaron is also able to
contrast to the
friend, Ellie Deacon
uncover the cause of
(BeBe Bettencourt), who
Ellie’s
mysterious
flashback scenes
drowned mysteriously in
drowning
twenty
years
where an ample
a nearby river. Gossipy
earlier.
river provided
and often malicious
Eric Bana, with his
a swimming hole
townspeople suspected
strong face and confident
Aaron of foul play in
stride, creates a riveting
for teenagers
Ellie’s abrupt drowning.
protagonist that we don’t
and leafy trees
Because of this toxic
soon forget. The actor
provided shade.
environment, Aaron left
had appeared in some
the small town and
mainstream films earlier
moved to Melbourne
in this century—“Black
where he carved out a
Hawk
Down,”
successful career in
“Munich,” and “Star
police work. Twenty
Trek”—but has been
years later, he is returning to attend the doing mostly television work since then.
funeral of a former teenage pal, Luke We hope to see him starring in more
Hadler (Martin Wall), found dead in an films.
apparent murder and suicide. Luke’s
Also notable in “The Dry” is the barwife and son were killed before the gun ren landscape that its title implies.
was turned on him. Only a baby is left Parched land and dead trees contrast to
alive, crying in her crib.
the flashback scenes where an ample
Aaron heard about the triple tragedy river provided a swimming hole for
from Luke’s parents who are eager for teenagers and leafy trees provided
him to come to Kiewarra because they shade. In Aaron’s present hotel accomsuspect that their son had not committed modation we see his chagrin when his
suicide but had been a murder victim anticipated shower turns out to be a few
himself. Because of loyalty to his old rust-colored drops of water. The words
friend and because he would like to climate change are not uttered but a lessclear his own name of any previous sus- than-hopeful mood prevails throughout
picions, Aaron remains in Kiewarra the town of Kiewarra.
even after the funeral service and recepThis film is available through Video
tion. He holes up in the town’s one small on Demand.
hotel.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.

WED June 2
• 8am-1pm: Fullerton Certified
Farmers Market: The Farmers Market
offers fresh fruit, vegetables, eggs,
honey, fish, flowers, plants, nuts and
bread. Fullerton Public Library - 353 W.
Commonwealth Ave. For further information call (714) 871-5304. Recurs
every Wednesday.
• 10:15pm: Read With the Dogs
(Virtual): For preschoolers. Each week
dogs and handlers from the Pet
Prescription Team will share their
favorite stories and then spend some
time listening to you read, too! Watch
for new installments to be posted every
Wednesday morning on Facebook,
YouTube
and
at
www.cityoffullerton.com/gov/library/kid
szone/programs/read_with_the_dogs.as
p.

THURS June 3
• 4pm-8pm: Downtown Fullerton
Market: Fresh and local produce and
food by small vendors. Downtown
Fullerton Museum Plaza. 125 E.
Wilshire Ave. For more information call
(714) 738-6575. Recurs every Thursday.

SAT June 5
• 3pm and 7pm: Summer Serenade
with Orchestra Collective of Orange
County (OCofOC) for chamber music
in plein air. Enjoy works by Mozart,
Dvořák, and Terry Riley on the Brea
Civic & Cultural Center plaza. Adults
$25, Seniors, Students, Military, First
Responders, Medical Personnel $20. 1
Civic Center Cir, Brea. (714) 990-7722.
Ticketholders are also invited to tour the
Made in California Exhibit at the Brea
Art Gallery.

TUES June 8
• 10:15pm: Story Break (Virtual):
For preschoolers. Pull up a chair and
share a story with Miss Gina from the
comfort of your own home. Every week
is a new adventure as Miss Gina shares
another one of her favorite read-aloud
stories. Look for new installments each
Tuesday on Facebook, YouTube and
also
at:
www.cityoffullerton.com/gov/library/kid
szone/programs/story_break.asp.

WED June 9
• 6:30pm: Planning Commission
Meeting: Fullerton City Hall, Council
Chamber, 303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Contact Susana Barrios at (714) 7386351.

MON June 14
• 6:30pm: Parks and Recreation
Commission Meeting. Fullerton City
Hall, Council Chambers, 303 W.
Commonwealth Ave.

TUES June 15
• 12pm: Fullerton Arboretum’s
Explore Living Colors: The Ecology
in Book Arts (Virtual). Learn how to
make bookmarks, cards, collages, book
bindings and other items using plant
materials found in your own backyard.
This fun and interactive demo guides
you through the colors, textures and
structures of leaves and flowers, and
how they can be used on paper and
thread. This virtual workshop is free; all
ages welcome. For more information
visit www.fullertonarboretum.org or call
(657) 278-3407.
• 2-4pm: Art at Home Polymer Clay
Refrigerator Magnets. Art at Home
brings you educational art opportunities
in the comfort of your own home.
Contactless drive-through pick-up is
offered at the Fullerton Community
Center. Please call (714) 738-6575 to
register for the current Art at Home
course while supplies last. $9 each and
free for seniors 60+. 340 W
Commonwealth Ave.

THURS June 24
• 4pm-8pm: Downtown Fullerton
Market: Fresh and local produce and
food by small vendors. Downtown
Fullerton Museum Plaza. 125 E.
Wilshire Ave. For more information call
(714) 738-6575. Recurs every Thursday.
• 6pm: Library Board of Trustees
Meeting. The Board meets once a
month on the fourth Thursday at 6:00
p.m. in Fullerton Main Library, Library
Conference
Room,
353
W.
Commonwealth Ave.
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Fullerton
Observer
The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and
Natalie Kennedy, Roy and Irene
Kobayashi, and other friends in 1978, is
staffed mainly by local volunteers who
create, publish, and distribute the paper
throughout our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit onerevenues are plowed back into maintaining and improving our independent, nonpartisan, non-sectarian community newspaper. Our purpose is to inform Fullerton
residents about the institutions and other
societal forces which most impact their
lives, so that they may be empowered to
participate in constructive ways to keep
and make these private and public entities
serve all residents in lawful, open, just,
and socially-responsible ways. Through
our extensive coverage, we seek to promote a sense of community and an appreciation for the values of diversity with
which our country is so uniquely blessed.
____________________________
10,000 issues of the Fullerton Observer
are distributed throughout Fullerton
and sent through the mail to subscribers
every two weeks except only once
in January, July & August.

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE
Subscriptions are $35 per year.
Sign up and pay with Credit Card at
www.fullertonobserver.com
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Fullerton CA 92834-7051
________________________________

HOW TO ADVERTISE
Call 714-525-6402, or email
ads@fullertonobserver.com
or visit us online at
www.fullertonobserver.com
________________________________

SUBMISSIONS:
Submissions on any topic of interest
are accepted from Fullerton residents.
We strive to get something about
everything in but shorter pieces do have
a better chance of getting in.
Email: contact@fullertonobserver.com
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COMMUNITY VOICES

Out of My Mind
by Jon Dobrer © 2021

Israel Lost—
and So Did the Palestinians
I am an informed, but not an objective, world opinion and the political realities
reporter and commentator on the Middle in your own country as well as your
East. As a Jew raised in the shadow of long-term interests. On all these criteria,
the Holocaust, objectivity is not possi- Israel lost.
ble. I must also disclose that I come
It makes no difference how secure you
from a long line of Zionists, of people are in the rightness or even necessity of
who dreamed of and worked for a your efforts, because if your enemies are
Jewish state. My Aunt, Rose Zeitlin, is empowered and your friends are disone of the co-founders of Hadassah and couraged and moving away from your
witnessed the Brit
position, your military
Shalom at Israel’s
successes will be of no
founding—a pledge to
avail. In fact, they will
work for a peaceful
count against you.
The ceasefire may
shared state with our
Sure, Israel can say
Arab cousins. All this is
accurately that Hamas
only give time
a part of my heritage
calls for its destruction
to re-arm and
and who I am.
and that if the rockets
prepare for the
I have more heritage
coming from Gaza
to disclose. I am also
stopped, the bombs
next round, but
an Arabic speaker who
being dropped by Israel
it’s far better
has studied Islam (with
would stop. This is true
than exchanging
an Imam) and lived
but not relevant to the
happily in the Arab
world that sees the
rockets, missiles,
World. I have great
destruction of urban
and bombs
respect and affection
areas in Gaza and picwhile counting
for Islamic and Arab
tures of Gazans weeping
culture. Thus, I am also
over their dead. These
the dead.
not objective about
portrayals are not false.
Islam, Arabs, and
The pain is real, and the
Palestine. My life and
world would be wrong
experiences color my
not to see, feel, and
perception. If I cannot
empathize.
pretend to objectivity, I
The world looks at the
can at least strive for honesty.
imbalance on body counts and destrucToday, I am both frightened and heart- tion and remarks that 200 dead Gazans
sick at the violence, the suffering, and versus 20 dead Israelis seems somehow
the growing enmity between Arabs and wrong. But the fact is (as I see it) if
Jews in Israel itself, the West Bank, and another 180 Israelis died, the world
Gaza. Ironically, this is all coming at a would not change its view. Israel, which
time when Israel is building peaceful once was seen as little David surrounded
relationships with the Arab World. This by the Goliath hostile Philistines, after
positive fact is one of the reasons for the the 6-Day War became Goliath, while
highly negative response from Hamas of the Palestinians became David. That
firing rockets out of Gaza aimed at was the precise moment when Israel lost
Israeli cities, e.g. Tel Aviv, Beersheba, control of the narrative.
and even Jerusalem.
It makes little difference to the world
The United States learned in Vietnam that Hamas launched rockets at Israeli
(and maybe Iraq and Afghanistan) that cities because it was trying to gain releyou can win all the battles, kill more of vance and displace the Palestinian
the enemy, and destroy more of their Authority as the chief advocate for
towns and cities, yet still lose the war. Arabs on the West Bank as well as in
Beyond issues of right and wrong and Gaza. They succeeded. The old, sclerotthe tragic moral calculus of all wars, is ic and corrupt Palestinian Authority has
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lost power and Abbas, having once
again postponed Palestinian elections,
has been permanently marginalized.
Now there is a ceasefire. This surely is
a good thing. Any day that fewer people
die than the day before is a good day.
The ceasefire may only give time to rearm and prepare for the next round, but
it’s far better than exchanging rockets,
missiles, and bombs while counting the
dead.
The bad news is that nothing has been
solved. Hamas is stronger in the
Palestinian and Arab World; Israel is
weaker among the council of nations
and even in the United States. Israel still
does not have a government (a bad time
for such instability) and the Palestinians
have two governments—one cruelly
violent and the other corruptly feckless.
But worst of all is that Israel’s strength
has become a terrible vulnerability.
Israel could proudly boast that over 20%
of its population was Arab. Arabs make
up 20% of MDs and 28% of nurses. Of
the 120 members of the Israeli
Parliament, the Knesset, 20 are Arabs.
The Arab citizens are mostly Muslim
but also Christian and Druze. They lived
relatively peacefully as Israeli citizens.
Israel was, in some under-appreciated
ways, a model of a one-state solution.
Israel both bragged and depended on the
peace, quiet, and cooperation of its Arab
citizens.
They can no longer count on that
because it’s no longer true. The anger of
some residents of east Jerusalem and the
land dispute in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood, has spread across Jerusalem. It
was probably a factor in the terrible miscalculation of blocking Muslim access
to the Al Aqsa Mosque during Ramadan
at the Damascus Gate. And even if
angry Muslims were storing rocks in the
mosque to throw at Jews worshipping at
the Western Wall, it was a political error
to send troops to the mosque and fire
teargas into a sacred space. Yes, even if
that space was being used to store rocks.
I’m not making a moral judgment here,
only a political observation.
It was yet another mistake not to stop
the mostly young, male, nationalist Jews
from marching through the Old City
shouting, “Death to Arabs.” Yes, the
world doesn’t react much when
Muslims chant “Death to Jews,” but
still, it doesn’t help their cause or
Israel’s.
Most damaging is that the so-called
“Arab Street” erupted, not in Damascus,
Cairo, or Aman, but inside Israel in
Jerusalem, Haifa, Jaffa, and Lod—cities
with historically mixed Arab and Jewish
populations. They had been quiet for
many years, but now neighbor against
neighbor, with mosques and synagogues
desecrated and street fights between
religious gangs, there is no quiet. It will
be easier to achieve if not peace at least
a modus vivendi with Palestinians from
the West Bank and Gaza than with oncetrusted fellow citizens and neighbors.
More than the hostility of Hamas and
the recalcitrance of the Palestinian
Authority, perhaps more than the immediate threat of Iran, is the internal threat
to Israel with over 20% of its population
angry and alienated and the other 80%
wary and frightened.
As Israeli Jews squabble amongst
themselves, as Arab citizens of Israel
squabble with Palestinians and Gazans,
I see no new fresh and hopeful leadership. I see no plausible incarnations of
either a Jewish or a Muslim Mahatma
Gandhi, Martin Luther King, or Nelson
Mandela.

COMMUNITY VOICES
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CITY EMPLOYEES ARE NOT THE ENEMY
What is going on at City Hall? Every
week another handful of employees
leave their jobs for similar jobs in neighboring cities. I was especially shocked
to hear of the recent Council majority
decisions in both terminating City
Manager Domer, and in replacing him
by appointment - without public discussion or even a search.
I fear that our current new Council
majority is creating unbearable conditions for City employees and making
our City one where no one will want to
work. Their reported reason for terminating the CM was that he was hired by
a former Council. City Managers, unlike
Council members, are not political and
take direction from whatever City

Council is in control. If the City Council
felt they wanted to go in a new direction,
they merely had to offer direction.
We have lost numerous knowledgable
people so far and those remaining are
expected to take up the slack. City
employees are not our enemies or the
root of the problems at the City, but I
feel they are being treated that way. This
whole situation is especially disturbing
as we all attempt to get back on our feet
after a tough year of COVID-19.
I hope The Observer will look into
this situation and that residents will pay
attention.

Re: Cars Rally for
Voting Rights

Thanks for Picking
Up the Tab

Hi, I want to thank Jesse La Tour for
his excellent article on "Cars Rally for
Voting Rights.” Such a thorough job
was done, discussing the voting bills in
Congress and connecting them to links.
Every site that could be attached to a
link was done so! The quotes and photos
were great and nicely conveyed the
essence of the event. Thank you for taking the time to research the purpose of
the rally and showcase it so well.
As one of the organizers from
Indivisible CA-39, I am greatly appreciative of your excellent work!

On May 20, my friend and I visited
Rutabegorz for lunch. All seats were
occupied except for two at the end of a
long table where a policeman and
policewoman were seated and so we sat
at the other end. After a while they left.
My friend was visiting from Alaska and
we had a lovely lunch. When we asked
for the check the waitress said, “Oh, the
police already paid for your lunch!”
Wow, what a nice surprise. I would like
everyone to know we have an absolutely
wonderful Police Force in Fullerton.
We are proud to know them and want to
express our thanks.

Re: Power’s Hard Choices
The government’s goal is to lower our emissions to 50% below 2005 levels by
2030. To get there it will be necessary to pursue both wind and solar vigorously.
In his Fullerton Observer column (Early May) Jon Dobrer points out the difficult choices involved: Do we fill up our deserts with solar panels? Do we clutter
up our seascapes with huge wind machines? Are there better choices if we don’t
wish to watch our planet slowly broil under its CO2 blanket?
So much in our lives is cultural—what we like, where we work and how we
get there, where we go, how warm we keep our homes and what we wear. What
seems like an impossible task can only be accomplished by beginning. Good
things can happen only when we start. As individuals, we can lower our own
carbon footprint by our choices—driving less, avoiding air travel, eating less
meat, eliminating plastic wherever possible, etc. Government action will be
required for really meaningful change, but public pressure is building and will
grow as choices become more necessary.
Frances Mathews
Fullerton

Sharon Kennedy
Fullerton

Susan Perlson
Brea

Fran Dobley
Fullerton

FENDER:
Fullerton's Working Class Hero (Part 2)
Note: This is a continuation of a letter published in the Mid-May issue, which was
a response to Young Observer Erin’s comic about Leo Fender.
One day, an insanely famous rock star
arrived to tour the factory. Leo was busy
in the showroom with a young person
looking at guitars. I announced that the
star was waiting for him. As time
passed, I reminded him that the impatient star was still waiting. He said gently, please remember that in working
with me, everyone always gets treated
the same. Now I know, in another time,
that young person could have been you,
Erin.
Realizing that money was never a
motive for Leo, I asked him what his
motivation was. He said, “Every day
musicians place bets on themselves. It is
my job to create the best possible tools
to increase their odds of success.”
Observations I prize from Leo:
• Every person gets treated with equal
respect.
• Listening is a transformative tool.
• Quality is Value.
• You don’t have to know anything
about a field of study to succeed at it.
• Work in the service of others is often
more rewarding than the simple pursuit
of money.
As you say Erin, Fender is the soul of
rock. I’ll add, the heart of country and
the thunder behind surf music. From the
early sounds of James Burton, Dick
Dale, Eric Clapton, and the Beach Boys,
to the pinnacle of electronic impressionism served up by Jimi Hendrix at
Woodstock. This intrepid craftsman
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from Fullerton has Fenderized every
aspect of music in all of our lives while
gifting a planet of musicians with his
tools. Imagine a world without
Stratocasters, Telecasters, Fender amps,
and basses and you will see a grown
man (me) cry.
It would be a dream come true if
Hillcrest Park was re-named, Leo
Fender Memorial Park. Or if Malvern
became Fender Avenue right through
(Chapman) to Placentia. Or, if Harbor
Blvd. became Fender Ave. through
downtown to let visitors know they had
entered Fender Country. If you feel I am
asking too much, Let’s agree that it is
fitting for the Fullerton High School
auditorium to become the Leo Fender
Memorial auditorium. I don’t know
what became of Roy Zartman’s petition
requesting it, but I humbly ask the powers that be to please reconsider it.
Remember that Fullerton High School
and Fullerton College armed Leo
Fender with the knowledge he utilized
for global success. In enshrining the
hall, I hope students will be reminded
that one day through hard work, they too
could have their work displayed in the
Smithsonian, just as Leo Fender’s spectacular artwork is today. I do hope it is
your work, Erin. Best of luck. Carpe
Diem!
Leland Smith
Fullerton

BEWARE OF UNICEF INTERNSHIP SCAM
My daughter has recently been
scammed. She is currently a college
student and she was looking for an
internship for the summer. My husband is an administrator at a college.
He recently received an email through
the college about an internship program with UNICEF. He forwarded the
email to our daughter. Because the
email came from the trusted source
and looked legit, she applied for it,
using the link shared by my husband's
colleagues. A couple of days later, she
received a reply from "UNICEF"
informing her that she was selected for
the role of UNICEF relief funds
intern.
She received an email outlining
what tasks she should perform moving
forwards. Once she accepted it, she
received the check in the amount of
$3,350 through email and was told
$350 was for her to keep as her salary
and $3,000 was for a donation to the
cause she's chosen. She followed
everything that they told her to do.
She deposited it into her bank account
and sent them the screenshot of the
deposit. However, after she deposited
the check, the idea that she might have
been scammed passed through her
mind. She searched online for more
information on her specific situation
and she found there were a plenty of
sites warning of the scam where people use UNICEF's name in order to
gain access to others' personal infor-

mation. Even the UNICEF site was
warning the public about the scams.
She went to the bank the next day to
inform about the scam that had
involved her bank account. The bank
closed her account. And because the
scammers have the screenshots of her
driver's license (front & back), she
went to the DMV and the local police
to file a report as well. She also had
professionals perform a virus scan on
her computer. Police informed her
that there is a possibility that she could
have faced criminal charges for
attempting to cash a fake check that
the scammer had sent to her.
She stopped communication with
the scammer. The check received from
the scammer was indeed fraudulent as
we found out from the bank. Even
through they don't have her social
security number or bank account
information, she is still worried about
what they can do with all the information they do have, such as her name,
address, phone number, email address,
and her driver's license number.
Fortunately, because she took action
quickly enough, she didn't have any
financial damage.
Fullerton resident
Editor’s Note: This has nothing to
do with the real UNICEF, whose web
site is www.unicef.org.

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide a free forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest.
Opinions are those of the writer. We must verify your identity, but
we allow initials only and town to be printed if desired, or anonymous in print if a reasonable case can be made as to why that is
necessary. Opinions sent to us without name, address and phone
number will not be printed. Due to space issues shorter letters have
a better chance of getting in. Please add your contact information
so we can verify. Thanks!

contact@fullertonobserver.com
or mail to:
Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834
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Rachel Montoya
1951-2021

Rachel Montoya was born October 26,
1951 and passed away May 18, 2021.
Rachel was born in Fullerton, California

to parents Jose Luis Montoya and
Viviana Epifania Alvarado Montoya.
Rachel was a kind, loving mother,
grandmother, aunt, and sister. She is survived by children Jose Luis Montoya
and Lakeesha Hunter-Williams; grandchildren Leticia Marie Ulloa 25, Gracie
Marie Razo 14, Kaliyah Ailene Williams
11, Aston Brandon Montoya 10, and
Asia Grace Williams 8; two brothers
Kenneth “Baby Boy” and George
Montoya Sr., and one sister Linda
Schiller Trotter.
Rachel was an employee of the
Orange County District Attorneys Office
for 30 years and was currently
employed. She built many strong relationships and was loved and respected
by her colleagues.
Rachel will be missed by many friends
and family members.
A funeral service and rosary was held
May 25 at McAulay & Wallace
Mortuary 902 N. Harbor Blvd.
Fullerton.

Obituaries of up to 185 words and one photo are free to
Fullerton residents. For more information call (714) 525-6402
or email contact@fullertonobserver.com.

For the latest COVID-19 information, visit
www.ochealthinfo.com or call (714) 834-2000
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Del Crandall (1930-2021)
Our Hometown Hero was Outstanding, Yet Overshadowed & Underrated
Photo courtesy of Fullerton
Public Library Local History Room

by David Jerome
Imagine a town so rich in baseball history that a borderline Hall of Fame
hometown player is often left out of the
conversation or mentioned as a side
note.
Fullerton is that town, and Del
Crandall is that player.
Del Crandall was an 11-time Major
League All-Star. He caught 3 no-hitters,
won 4 Gold Gloves and a World Series
championship, yet isn’t even the most
famous catcher in his own hometown
(Hall of Famer, Gary Carter).
He was a two-time major league manager with the Milwaukee Brewers and
the Seattle Mariners, yet wasn’t even the
most famous manager from his own
hometown (Hall of Famer, Tommy
Lasorda).
Del was probably used to being just
outside of the limelight. Over the course
of his 16-year major league career, he
was teammates with 14 future Hall of
Famers, and a competitor of two of the
greatest catchers in baseball history
(Yogi Berra and Roy Campanella).
But the men he played with knew of
his talents. “Crandall was a hell of a
defensive catcher," Hank Aaron said.
Orlando Cepeda paid him the highest
compliment that one player can pay
another when he called Del Crandall
simply, “A Gamer.”
Del Crandall’s Fullerton roots ran
deep. Born in Ontario, he came to
Fullerton with his family as a five-yearold and remained a resident for most his
life.
He learned the game at Amerige Park
under the guidance of Fullerton’s Parks
& Recreation superintendent, Pep
Lemon, the namesake of Fullerton’s
Lemon Park.
“Everything I learned was from Pep
Lemon. He was the most influential
man in my baseball career,” Crandall
said.
Crandall played for FUHS, Fullerton’s
American Legion team, and the
Fullerton Merchants, our semi-pro town
team.
He married a Fullerton girl, Francis
Sorrells, and they raised their family in
Fullerton. He played 16 major league
seasons, mostly with the Milwaukee
Braves, and spent most of his winters
back in Fullerton working for the City’s
Park & Recreation Department teaching
Fullerton’s youth the finer points of the
game.
Crandall won the Boston Braves starting catcher’s job as a 19-year-old in

1949 and then put up good enough numbers to finish second in the voting for the
Rookie of the Year Award.
After winning the 1957 World Series
with the Milwaukee Braves, Fullerton
welcomed back its favorite son with a
victory parade down Spadra Road [now
Harbor Blvd] and a dinner at the Elks
Club.
In the late 1960s after his paying days,
Crandall and his wife opened and ran a
restaurant in Fullerton called Cesar’s
Family Hofbrau.
“I followed Del’s career with the
Braves and was always impressed with
his skills. I got my first teaching job at
Troy High School, and one day driving
downtown I saw ‘Del Crandall's Diner’.
I was so thrilled and stopped in for
lunch. I sat at the counter and introduced myself to this great man. He was
so cool, and when I told him that I was
the baseball coach at Troy, we talked
about his baseball experiences. I
remember 'picking' his mind about the
game and especially catching.” Nick
Fuscardo, longtime Fullerton College
baseball coach, said.
After a year as a restauranteur,
Crandall was drawn back to the Grand
ol’ Game as a minor league manager.
“Del managed in the Dodgers organization when I was there,” All-Star pitcher Bill Singer remembered. “He was a
class act, someone to look up to.”
He eventually made it back to the big
leagues, managing the Milwaukee
Brewers in the 1970s. That’s when he
gave an 18-year-old shortstop his first
shot at the big leagues. That player was
Robin Yount, who, at his Hall of Fame
induction ceremony, gave Del Crandall
thanks for taking a shot on a teenager.
After his time with the Brewers,
Crandall managed the Dodgers Triple-A
team in Albuquerque in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, before getting another
big league call-up managing the Seattle
Mariners.
Former Dodgers catcher and Angels
manager Mike Scioscia played under
Crandall for the Albuquerque Dukes in
1979-80. A few years ago, Scioscia
said, “There’s nobody I’ve met in the
game that knows more about the game
than Del Crandall.”
Del was later honored with many
awards. He became a Member of the
Milwaukee Brewers Wall of Honor, the
Braves Hall of Fame, Pacific Coast
League Hall of Fame, the Albuquerque
Professional Baseball Hall of Fame, the
Orange County Sports Hall of Fame,
and the Fullerton Union High School
Wall of Fame.
Unfortunately, sometimes memories
of greatness fade while time marches on.
In 2012, a book was published titled,
Baseball
in
Orange
County.
Shockingly, Del Crandall wasn’t mentioned in the book. From overshadowed
and underrated, to overlooked and
ignored.
I was upset with his omission in the
book. I called Del and asked him if he’d
like to do an article to set the record
straight about his playing career. “Nah,”
he said humbly, yet confidently. “I know
what kind of player I was.”
So do we Del, and you will be missed.
Del Crandall passed away on May 5,
2021.
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OUR TOWN CROSSWORD © 2021
ANSWER
KEY
TO PUZZLE
“HAPPY 50TH!”
on page 7:

PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since 2014.
Rakes and shovels left out on Fullerton trails. PHOTO BY MATTHEW LESLIE

Unauthorized Trails Continued from page 3
Fullerton Police, who have posted
their own videos of their bicycle-mounted officers, declined to comment on
whether or not officers were aware of
the new trail and jumps, or if they had
cited anyone for it. The FPD’s Cpl. Billy
Phu responded to The Observer only
that “FPD still does deploy our Bike
Team as well as an off-road vehicle to
patrol parts of the City not accessible by
our patrol units including our miles of
trails, the Brea Dam, as well as the
Coyote Hills Trails. These patrols are
conducted as an ancillary duty by those
Officers throughout our organization
who have been trained to do so in addition to their assigned duties.”
Acting Parks & Recreation Deputy
Director Alice Loya said that City
staffers were working with the bicycling
community to stop trail-building and
damage to the vegetation. Christa
Johnson said that, “Parks and Recreation
has not had any direct contact with anyone who participated in the trail modifications,” and that, “The owner of
Fullerton Bicycle has reached out to the
participants and asked them to stop.”

The owner of Fullerton Bicycles subsequently told The Observer that he was
aware of the individual as a customer of
his shop and was concerned about the
liability the young man might bring
upon himself for installing jumps on the
Army Corp land.
According to Johnson, representatives
from Parks & Rec, traffic engineering,
and landscape maintenance are meeting
to address the problem. Johnson said
that the City is planning to take down the
jumps in a way that will not further damage the sensitive habitat. Alice Loya said
that the vegetation would be allowed to
grow back naturally.
The City is set to debut a new trail
safety campaign to promote proper trail
protocols governing the behavior of
bicyclists, hikers, and equestrians, all of
whom share access to various segments
of the City’s trail system. “The campaign also includes information about
following all traffic rules, crossing the
streets safely, respecting private property, and not altering the trails,” Johnson
said.

DA Announces Creation of New
Hate Crimes Unit
The
Orange
County
District
Attorney’s Office announced on May 11
the creation of its Hate Crimes Unit.
This new unit will be overseen by the
office’s Special Prosecutions, an elite
unit within the District Attorney’s Office
dedicated to seeking justice in the highest profile cases. The Hate Crimes Unit
will be dedicated to prosecuting crimes
in which the perpetrators acted based on
a bias against the victim’s race, color,
religion, national origin, actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, or gender.
The newly created unit is staffed by
three prosecutors, two investigators, and
is supervised by the head of Special
Prosecutions.
Since January 2019, the Orange
County District Attorney’s Office has
prosecuted more than twice the number
of hate crimes compared to the number
of hate crimes prosecuted in the previous 25 years by prior administrations.
Anti-Asian hate crimes increased by
nearly 150% in 2020 in America’s major
cities, according to a recent analysis

released by the Center for the Study of
Hate and Extremism at California State
University, San Bernardino.
In addition to prosecuting hate crimes,
the Hate Crimes Unit will focus on
increased community education as well
as training for law enforcement on how
to effectively investigate hate crimes so
that those cases can be successfully
prosecuted.
Many victims of hate crimes are reluctant to report due to mistrust of law
enforcement and language and cultural
barriers. Community outreach and education is a critical component to ensuring those who commit hate-motivated
crimes are held accountable, as well as
sending a strong message that hate
crimes will be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law.
To lean more visit www.orangecountyda.org.
To report a hate crime, call OC
Human Relations confidential line at
(714) 480-6580 or visit www.ochumanrelations.org.
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Congratulations Fullerton Bears Cheer: Fullerton Bears Junior All American Cheerleaders competed in Las Vegas on May 8-9 at the JAMZ Cheer and
Dance Pinnacle Championships. Bears Cheerleaders were Champions in their division. They were honored at the May 18 Fullerton City Council meeting.

Second Harvest Free Summer Food Program
Second Harvest Food Bank of Orange County kicked off its 2021 Summer
Food Service Program on May 28 at 40 sites throughout the County. Free meals
will be provided to ALL children, without eligibility documentation, who are
18 years of age and younger. The program will allow children at risk of hunger
to have access to nutritious lunches and snacks during summer break. To find
the nearest open site, call 211 or text 898211 for hours of distribution.
Childhood hunger and food and nutritional insecurities can have long-term
negative impacts on a child’s cognitive and socio-emotional development, ulti-

mately impairing their productivity and economic potential into adulthood.
Providing reliable access to consistent nutrition for at-risk children is Second
Harvest’s primary focus this summer and throughout the year. For more information, visit FeedOC.org.
Fullerton Distribution sites and dates:
• Chapman Park: 6/21 7/30 M-F 2:00 - 3:00pm
• Maple Neighborhood Park: 6/1, 7/30, M-F, 2:00 – 3:00pm

